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Insufficiency of classical RO. The fact that the classical RO is not a good
model in the quantum case was already observed in [BDF+11], using the fact
that the quadratic speedup in inverting a hash function is only captured by
the QRO. In [YZ20], an example protocol is given that is secure in the RO and
completely insecure in the QRO (not just a quadratic gap in attack complexity).

One-wayness. Hardness of preimage-finding / one-wayness of the QRO can
be shown elementarily (slight adaptation of the optimality of Grover in [NC10],
for example), is shown in different variations in a number of papers, and can
also be shown easily using the O2H theorem. The specific bound given in the
talk follows from [HRS16, Theorem 1 in the eprint].

Collision resistance. Collision resistance of the QRO is shown in [Zha15],
together with other useful properties such as the indistinguishability of a random
function and a random permutation.

Replacing the oracle. The “history-free reductions” from [BDF+11] essen-
tially do what I called “replacing the oracle”. [BDF+11] proves several special
cases of full-domain hash using this method. Oracle-indistinguishability shows
that two oracles are indistinguishishable if the distributions of the individual
outputs are indistinguishishable [Zha12a, Section 7 of the eprint].

One-way to hiding. The original one-way to hiding theorem was presented
in [Unr15]. More advanced O2H theorem, e.g., in [AHU19].

Compressed oracles. Compressed oracles were introduced in [Zha19]. The
presentation in my talk is based on the introduction from [Unr21, Section 3.1].

Further techniques. A few useful techniques that I didn’t cover: Small-range
distributions [Zha12a], allowing us to see the QRO as a function with small
range. 2q-wise independent functions [Zha12b, Thm. 6.1 of the eprint], allowing
us simulate the QRO efficiently without using computational assumptions. The
“polynomial-method” and the “adversary method” are useful tools for query
complexity related questions (I am not very familiar with them, one example of
the polynomial method is in [Zha15]).
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